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VENTURE CAPITAL IN INDIANA AND THE UNITED STATES

Indiana has made tremendous strides in making changes that encourage the growth of 

technology and innovation companies.  Unfortunately, a recent PricewaterhouseCoopers 

(PwC) report shows we have some serious work to do.

 As of 9/30/17, 27 Indiana companies have secured capital totaling $64M

 Indiana only 0.7% share of transactions in the nation.

 The $64M of venture capital funds represents a 0.1% national share.

 Indiana ranks 21st in the country year to date.
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TRANSFERABLE, SELLABLE, REFUNDABLE

Currently, Venture Capital Investment tax credits in Indiana are not transferable,

sellable or refundable.

 This is a deterrent to investors that do not already have Indiana tax liability. 
There simply is not any tax benefit to them to make an investment.

 This is even more important when you consider that the state’s VCI tax credit is 20% 
and many other states offer credits ranging from 25 – 50%.
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INDIANA COMPANIES ARE LOSING

Some would argue that venture capital finds good deals and the money follows.  

If you are an investor and you have two deals that look equal on paper in different states, 

you are likely to invest in the one that affords additional benefit, such as a refundable, 

sellable or transferable tax credit.

Over the last three years, there have been numerous examples of early stage companies in 

Indiana that have lost out on investments by angle investors or venture capital firms – this is 

an even bigger issue when a company is located near another state’s border and they are 

working to attract investors from metropolitan areas across the border.
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HOW DOES INDIANA COMPETE?

20
The number of states that have transferable, sellable, or refundable VCI tax credits

It is more difficult for Indiana companies to attract these dollars since our state is not 

located on one of the coasts.  Our Midwestern location creates additional hurdles and 

when combined with a VCI tax credit program that has a lower percentage and is more 

restrictive in its use, Indiana companies are often “running uphill” when working to secure 

funds for growth.
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NON-COASTAL STATES THAT INDIANA COMPETES WITH FOR
VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENT
Offer a higher maximum credit than Indiana and are refundable, transferable and/or sellable 

IOWA

25%
max credit

KANSAS

50%
max credit

NEBRASKA

35%
max credit

WISCONSIN

25%
max credit

OHIO

25%
max credit

ARKANSAS

33%
max credit

MISSOURI

50%
max credit

40%
max credit

KENTUCKY
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INDIANA NEEDS TO BE MORE COMPETITIVE

Our Recommendation

The Indiana VCI tax credit must become transferable, refundable and/or sellable.

It’s time for Indiana to control its own destiny in developing and growing new technology companies.  

Can you imagine the growth we could unleash?
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